Though multicomponent crystals have long been a strategic component in pharmaceutical development, the current interest in so-called “co-crystals” triggered a renaissance in research on supramolecular aggregation in binary and multinary crystals. These research activities are accompanied by an on-going and often controversial debate on what comprises the term co-crystal and what is something else. This situation highlights the complex nature of multi-component crystals and the fact that the boundaries between established classes of solid state forms are blurred. For economically important materials such as pharmaceutical compounds this problem is critical and affects the work of regulatory agencies and decisions that are concerned with the protection of intellectual properties. At the same time it pushes us to the limits of understanding supramolecular aggregation as well as of chemical bonding and stimulates innovative research in this field.

Given that new drug substances increasingly exhibit solubility problems, it is understandable that the improvement of solubility is a main motivation for producing salts or crystalline molecular complexes with non-ionic excipients. Undesired properties such as low storage stability, bad particle properties, bad crystallization behavior and hygroscopicity are other examples that justify efforts to design multicomponent crystals with better properties compared to single component phases of the drug. Moreover, the increasing size and molecular complexity of novel drug candidates means that crystalline adducts with water and organic solvents (hydrates / solvates) more often occur. This issue usually adds complications in drug development, requires a broader analytical spectrum and offers specific challenges for crystallography, which often provides the key informations for a profound understanding of complex multicomponent systems. The occurrence of non-stoichiometric combinations of the solid-solution type, mixed solvates, isostructural phases, disorder phenomena, chirality and polymorphism add further challenges and levels of complexity that need to be resolved with a combination of suitable strategies and experimental techniques.

In general, drug development is faced with a strongly increasing number of multicomponent crystals in future – a perspective that should encourage science, regulatory and industry to elaborate clearer definitions and concepts for such adducts. Here an overview and a discussion of the critical and beneficial aspects of multi-component crystals will be presented using illustrative examples.
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